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A Word From Our Student Leaders
Grade 6 – Year 7 Transition
On the 14th of October, all of the Year 6’s from Alexandra, Marysville, Eildon, Buxton and St Mary’s
Primary Schools spent a full day at ASC (Alexandra Secondary College) for their 3rd transition. First,
we were split into three mixed groups. The three activities throughout the day were getting to
know each other, a sporty treasure hunt (called The Amazing Race) and 2 hours of different sport
activities. There was the opportunity to order lunch at the canteen, as well as spending all of their
recess and lunch play at the Secondary College. Their next full transition day will be on the 14th of
November when we can come in free dress. By Latysha, Elise and Chloe.
Cultural Visit
On Monday, the 21st of October, our school had a Cultural visit where we learnt how to play
traditional African drums. Abli showed us drums he made, taught us some of his drumming and
shared with us knowledge about his country, as he feels Africans know a lot about our music but we
don’t know a lot about theirs. We were all handed a small drum so we
could play along with him and we played some music. He taught us dances
and cool moves and we all enjoyed it very much. After, we had some time
to ask questions to deepen our understanding of African music.
By Danielle and Drew.
Division and Regional Athletics
We had 32 students represent Alexandra Primary School at Division
Athletics on the 10th of October. Six students made it through to the next
round in Albury. Those who did, looked quite happy! To make it to
Regionals the athletes had to come first or second. Danielle came 5th in
the 100 metres and 3rd in the triple jump. Noah came 6th in the 100
metre sprint, Latysha came 9th in the 200 metres, Cameron came 3rd in
triple jump, Courtney came 7th in the 100 metres and Ashlee came 2nd in
the 200 metre. Sadly, we didn’t have any students make it to State this
year. Congratulations, to all the students who competed in the athletics.
By Noah, Emmie and Will.
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Grade 5 Camp
From the 7th-9th of October, the Grade
5’s went on a camp. They were staying
at Cook’s Mill, in one group. On the
first day, they walked to the campsite
and set up their tents. On the second
day, after breakfast, they started to
hike up to Jawbone North and stopped
at Farmyard for lunch and played
games. The view at the top was
amazing and made the long hike worth
it. They had a great time!

STAR OF THE WEEK
ZOE FISHER
Zoe is a kind and Caring
member of our school. She is
polite and is a good friend. Zoe
does her personal best and tries hard every
day. We are proud to have you in our learning
community, Zoe. You are a STAR!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Prep

Chloe Desmond for her enthusiasm and participation during our Cultural Visit with Abli
the African Drummer this week. Chloe, you were trying your hardest the whole time
keeping up with the beat, showing great team work with the shared drumming, and
singing and dancing your heart out. Your enthusiasm is catchy, Chloe!

1/2A

Flynn Price for being the best mathematician he can be. Flynn is a natural when it
comes to numeracy and understanding numbers. This week he has really extended his
learning by using the different tool box strategies and thinking outside of the box. Keep
shinning, superstar!

2/3A

Phoebe Kidd for the effort that she has been putting into her learning this year. Phoebe
is more focussed and has been concentrating on completing her work to the best of her
ability with terrific results. Keep up the great learning, Phoebe!

3/4A

Brock Hanlon for writing such a terrific letter to his teacher. Brock set his letter out
correctly, and he wrote several paragraphs that all included interesting information with
great use of adjectives. I enjoyed reading your letter so much, Brock, and I was super
impressed to see all the improvements you have made with your Writing. Keep up the
great work!

4/5A

Courtney Pedlar for her improvement across all areas. I am so proud of you for trying
your best at Athletics and for really applying yourself during class. Remember not to get
discouraged if you don't succeed the first time, we know you CAN do it!

5/6A

Makenna Hedger for showing leadership when in charge of a group. You showed
maturity in dealing with some difficult situations. I was impressed that you rose to the
occasion and managed everything well. Your mathematical skills are certainly improving
as well. Congratulations!

Art

Juliet Kirkpatrick for showing initiative and confidence during Art lessons. Juliet, your
illustration of your "Farmgirl" costume for your grade's song in The Wizard of Oz is
outstanding! You always show such deep thinking, imagination and enthusiasm in Art!
Keep up the wonderful work.

Drama

Marli Coller for performing with great expression and confidence during our rehearsals
for the whole school song "Let's Dance". Marli, I enjoyed watching you master each
move, whilst adding your own theatrical 'twist' to your performance. Bravo!

Japanese

Aryeon de Groot for his attentive listening skills, outstanding ability to understand each
Japanese lesson and great memory. Well done, Aryeon! You have been a super student
in my class!

Cultural Visit— African Groove
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What a way to start the week! On Monday the 21st, students had the opportunity to express
their creative side with an all engaging African drumming session. Students and teachers had
the opportunity to learn how to play Djembes and juju shakers. Abli was an exciting character
with a lot of enthusiasm for drumming. He taught us the language, dance and drumming rituals
his culture uses to communicate within tribes.

Abli began with a spectacular drumming display before introducing the students to their own
drum. Students were empowered to create rhythms individually and together as a collective.
Students and teachers were smiling and having a lot of fun!

“We should do it again, everyone really enjoyed it” Eadie
“It was really fun because we got to move and dance” Flynn
“It was good as we actually got to play and touch the instruments”
Harper
“We learnt about the different beats we can make” Juliet

School News
In The Trench
In the foaming sea
Beyond the teaming reef
Below the rippled surface
In the deep trench
Near a decaying chasm
Amongst the hydrothermal vents
Beneath the sand
On the freezing sediment
Sleeps the stingray.
By Oberon 2/3A
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